OUR MISSION IS TO HELP YOUNG PEOPLE OF ALL ABILITIES
DEVELOP THE ATTITUDES & SKILLS NECESSARY
FOR SUCCESS IN THE 21ST CENTURY.
9000 Crow Canyon Road. Suite S~617
Danville, CA 94506

"Make It Happen"

To learn more about how we can customize our programs to fit your
needs please call us at: 877-679-GOAL (4625) or visit
www.successfuladventures.com

Successful Adventures, LLC helps build winning attitudes… because attitude is everything.
Our facilitators use games, puzzles, role play and creative problem-solving activities to enhance
critical thinking skills, self-awareness, accountability, decision making, and leadership. Our
programs enhance group cohesion, with a particular focus on commitment, participation, selfconfidence, support, and ownership of actions – all of which are vital to success in the
21st century.

Our workshops are designed for groups of 10-100 and are hands-on, experiential and
customizable to fit the needs of your group. Workshops vary in length, ranging from 1-3 hours.

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS:
Adventures in Teamwork
How do you encourage children to work together in order to overcome obstacles and achieve
success? By putting them in problem-oriented situations where they need the ideas, strengths,
and collaboration of their peers to solve problems successfully. We create challenges that
necessitate utilization of every student’s skill, effort, and sense of humor.
Adventures in Success

Preparing students for the 21st Century with the critical skills and attitudes necessary in school, sports,
employment and in life. We share creative and innovative techniques for students to see what's NOT there,
think outside the box, and develop a "Make It Happen" attitude. We also utilize the SMART Goal system
for students to learn how to identify a goal, make a plan, the steps necessary to take, and how to target their
success.We encourage all our students to "Think Big & Dream Big"

Time Management: How to Manage, Organize and Prioritize Your Day
In order to succeed, students must learn to prioritize, organize, and manage their time. In this hands-on workshop
we will begin the process of learning to be organized by introducing practical skills and tools in a supportive,
non-judgmental, positive way. From their backpacks to their bedrooms, we have tips and tricks to make things fun
and effective for your students.

Critical Thinking, Communication & Creatvie Problem Solving
While students work group challenges, they will test their communication skills, their ability to resolve
conflict and learn how to be open to ideas from others without criticism or judgment. We stress to our
students that it’s OK to be different. We will present conflict resolution and communication models that
you can follow up with in the classroom and at home. Students will better understand the impact of “self”
on others and how their decisions affect the group’s results.
Teacher and Staff Workshops
Our 1/2 day workshop for teachers and staff will help your team break down barriers and
improve cohesion to create stronger, more supportive, healthier working relationships.
Our adventure-based team building activities will leave all participants feeling
appreciated and motivated. Teachers and staff will be inspired to establish positive
classroom environments in which all students feel safe and can achieve authentic
success. Our program provides a fun, experiential learning environment full of tips and
tricks for educators to use in their classrooms to get they results they strive for.
"My daughter has grown so much and only has great things to say about Successful Adventures"
Parent of an elementary school student who participated in "Brain Gym"
"I appreciate Successful Adventures going the extra mile for my son. He loves your class and that's a good sign"
Parent of an elementary school student who participated in "Brain Gym"

